Catherine Barr
Children's Author
After campaigning with Greenpeace for years, Catherine trained as
a journalist and became Editor at the Natural History Museum,
writing exhibitions. Since moving to the Welsh borders, she has
been working with her partner in their design studio and writing
books. Catherine is interested in writing nonfiction stories that
spark questions and conversation. Her experience of becoming an
author is fascinating, all-consuming and joyfully collaborative. She is a proud Patron of Reading for a
local school and mother of two teenage girls.
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The Story of

This beautiful follow-up to The Story of Life brings to life the story of our

Space

universe for younger children. Travel back in time to the Big Bang, see galaxies

2017

and stars form, watch the birth of our planet and how life begins, join the first

Frances Lincoln

man on the moon, and wonder what mysteries are still waiting to be discovered.

Children's books
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Ten Reasons To Did you know that bears can sleep for months on end? Or that they hum when
Love A Bear

they are happy? In this book, learn all about why bears are incredible and 10

2018

reasons why you should love them. Also features five ways to show you care

Lincoln Children's "Each title showcases a different creature by detailing 10 reasons why we
Books

should love them, plus five practical ways we can protect them. With a strong
environmental slant, it’s a really fresh and accessible approach…" The
Bookseller, May 2017

Ten Reasons to

Blue whales are incredible creatures! Did you know they are the largest animal

Love A Whale

on earth? Or that they sing songs across the ocean? Discover ten reasons why

2018

whales are amazing and five ways you can show they love them in this

Lincoln Children's gorgeous picture book. A must for any young animal enthusiast and a fantastic
Books

introduction to environmental issues.
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